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ers also provided estimates of the number of hours they spent in
extracurricular language-contact activities. The results show that
in some respects learners in the SA context made greater gains,
both in terms of temporal and hesitation phenomena and in oral
proficiency as measured by the OPI, than learners in the AH context. There were also, however, significant interaction effects and
correlational patterns indicating complex relationships between oral
proficiency, cognitive abilities, and language contact. The results
demonstrate the importance of the dynamic interactions that exist
among oral, cognitive, and contextual variables. Such interactions
may help explain the enormous individual variation one sees in learning outcomes, and they underscore the importance of studying such
variables together rather than in isolation.

Do adult second language ~L2! learners benefit more when learning in one context compared to another? For example, are there differences in the language
gains made by students who combine formal language study with interaction
in the native speech community—as in a study abroad ~SA! context—compared
to the gains made by students learning in the formal classroom context in
their home community? Recently, investigators have looked at the effects on
language learning success of study abroad 1 ~Brecht, Davidson, & Ginsberg,
1995; DeKeyser, 1991; Freed, 1995; Harley & Hart, 2002; Lafford, 1995; Lapkin,
Hart, & Swain, 1995!+ It is generally assumed that study abroad should confer
greater benefits because students have greater access to native speakers ~NSs!+
In a SA context, learners encounter more—and more varied—opportunities
to use the language outside the classroom, and they are regularly exposed to
the L2 more intensively through the local media than they would be “at home+”
However, they may not always avail themselves of the opportunities found in
SA contexts+ Students may be overwhelmed by the amount, delivery rate, and
complexity of the language that surrounds them, especially when their NS interlocutors do not accommodate by adjusting their speech to the students’ linguistic limitations ~as in “foreigner talk”!+ Rather than simply asking research
questions about which context is better, it may be more fruitful to inquire
into the dynamics of learner-context interactions that can result in one learning environment holding advantages for some learners but not for others+ The
insights to be gained from this approach have the potential of indicating how
various learning contexts—SA, at home ~AH!, or others—can be made more
effective for promoting gains in oral performance+
Numerous linguistic variables could be selected as the object of study for
such an investigation+ Given that both oral fluency and oral proficiency are
two features of language use that have previously been shown to be sensitive
to contextual variables ~Brecht et al+, 1995; Freed 1995; Freed, Segalowitz, &
Dewey, this issue; Lafford, 1995; Magnan, 1986!, we decided to focus specifically on these two related but distinct aspects of L2 learning+
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In this study, we examined the relationship between learning context and
gains in oral performance ~proficiency and fluency! in an L2, as well as some
of the cognitive processing skills mediating the relationship between learning
context and oral gains+ The study involved adult English speakers learning
Spanish in two different contexts—AH and SA+ Our study enabled us to investigate some of the interactions between psychological and contextual factors
and their impact on oral development+ In particular, we examined the interactions between three main sets of variables: learning context, oral production abilities, and L2-relevant cognitive processing abilities+ We looked at these
as a function of learning taking place in AH and SA contexts over the course
of one semester+ These three sets of variables are described in turn+
ORAL PERFORMANCE VARIABLES
The terms oral proficiency and oral fluency, as widely used in the literature,
refer to multidimensional constructs and are not always used consistently ~see
Freed, Segalowitz, et al+, this issue, and Koponen & Riggenbach, 2000, for discussions of this problem!+ In our study, we use the term oral proficiency to
refer specifically to the ratings provided by the Oral Proficiency Interview ~OPI!+
We use oral fluency to refer to those aspects of oral performance having to do
with the fluidity or “smoothness” of language use ~Freed, 1995!+ We operationalized fluency in terms of four temporal or hesitation-based measures: speech
rate, mean run length containing no silent pauses or hesitations greater than
400 ms, mean run length containing no filled pauses ~e+g+, um, ah!, and longest
run containing no silent or filled pauses+ We also obtained measures of the
total number of words spoken, the duration of speech, and the length of the
longest turn within an 8-minute sample of student speech+
In general terms, these eight indexes were obtained as follows ~see the
“Methods” section for details!+ Trained testers recorded the OPI given to all
participants+ The interviewer provided a global rating of the participant’s oral
proficiency, using a well-established scale for such judgments+ Extracts of 4
minutes’ duration were taken from the interview recordings at the beginning
~pretest! and end ~posttest! of the semester for a total of 8 minutes+ These
samples, derived from the OPI, became our speech corpus+ They were transcribed to enable us to count words and filled pauses, and the recordings
were acoustically analyzed for the temporal and hesitation features required
for computing the fluency measures+
COGNITIVE PROCESSING ABILITY
There are several ways to think about how cognitive processing abilities might
underlie L2 learning+ One is to focus on factors related to language learning
aptitude ~Carroll, 1981; Robinson, 2002; Skehan, 2002!+ Aptitude refers to a learner’s basic cognitive disposition or readiness for language learning, such as
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phonetic coding ability, rote learning capacity, and sensitivity to grammatical
features ~see, e+g+, Harley & Hart, 2002, and Ross, Yoshinaga, & Sasaki, 2002,
for studies of aptitude and context of learning; Brecht et al+, 1995, and Freed,
1995, reported no relationship between Modern Language Aptitude Test aptitude and oral gains in a SA context!+ Aptitude factors are assumed to be
unchanging characteristics of the individual ~although see, e+g+, Sternberg, 2002,
who suggested that aptitude is at least partly learned and trainable!+ Other
researchers have focused on cognitive learning strategies ~e+g+, O’Malley & Chamot, 1990! that include metacognitive strategies to attend to input in particular ways+ Such aptitude and strategy approaches have in common their focus
on cognitive factors that shape the course of learning in general+ However,
these factors do not necessarily directly underlie real-time oral performance,
especially the temporal and hesitation phenomena that underlie fluency+
In this study we took a different approach+ We focused instead on cognitive processing abilities that are likely to be directly implicated in real-time
oral performance—in particular, with the four temporal or hesitation-based
measures of fluency described previously+ In taking this approach, we took a
cue from the skill-acquisition literature that has been concerned with how cognitive processing abilities underlie expert performance ~e+g+, Ackerman, 1988,
1989; Shebilske, Goettl, & Regian, 1999!+ These are cognitive abilities that potentially interact with learning experiences in a dynamic way, both affecting the
course of oral performance gains and being affected by learning experiences
themselves+ The cognitive variables included here were speed and efficiency
of lexical access, and speed and efficiency of attention control+ These cognitive variables have been discussed both in the context of L2 performance
~DeKeyser, 2001; Johnson, 1996; Schmidt, 1992; Segalowitz, 1997, 2000, 2003;
Segalowitz & Hulstijn, in press; Segalowitz, O’Brien, & Poulsen, 1998; Segalowitz & Segalowitz, 1993! as well as in the context of first language ~L1! speaking and reading fluency, where many of the same performance issues arise,
given that speed, accuracy, and smoothness are the hallmarks of good performance in speech and reading ~Berninger, Abbott, Billingsley, & Nagy, 2001;
Levelt, 1989; Perfetti, 1985!+ In this study, we obtained L2-specific measures of
these variables as described in the following+
Speed of processing was indexed by reaction time ~RT! in the tasks used+
Speed of L2 processing was indexed by partialling out L1 from L2 RTs, thus
controlling for individual differences in general speed of processing that would
be reflected in L1 performance as well+ The residualized score provided an
L2-specific index of processing speed that could be expected to improve as a
function of learning and practice over time+
Efficiency of processing was indexed by the coefficient of variation ~CV! of
the RT—that is, the standard deviation of an individual’s RTs divided by that
person’s mean RT+ The CV provides a measure of response-time variability
adjusted for overall speed of response+ Differences in CV reflect differences in
variability that are not directly tied to the overall magnitude of the response
time+ The CV can thus be viewed as the standard deviation per millisecond of
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RT+ The CV reflects the relative noisiness of the processes underlying a person’s response time+ A low CV indicates responding that is more temporally
stable after adjusting for overall speed of responding, compared to a high CV+
In other words, a change in the direction of lower variability reflected in a
lower CV indicates that something more than simple speed-up must have
occurred and that some kind of restructuring must have taken place+ The CV
can thus also be interpreted as a measure of automatization, where a change
in CV distinguishes changes in RT due to restructuring of underlying processes ~a qualitative increase in processing efficiency; automatization! from
changes in RT due to simple speed-up of those processes ~a quantitative
increase in speed without restructuring; Segalowitz & Segalowitz, 1993; Segalowitz, Segalowitz, & Wood, 1998!+ L2-specific processing efficiency was indexed
by partialling out L1 from L2 CVs, thus adjusting for individual differences in
general cognitive efficiency that would be reflected in L1 performance as well+
It was hypothesized that speed and efficiency of L2-specific lexical access
and attention control would be related to oral fluency in various ways+ For
example, being able to access meanings quickly and efficiently should enhance
speech rate and reduce hesitations and interruptions that characterize less
fluent speech+ It was also hypothesized that these cognitive variables might
serve as readiness factors for oral gains because to make use of language input
the learner has to be able to process that input well+ If processing abilities
are below some threshold level of readiness, then gains in oral performance
may not occur+ Thus, for example, in the SA context the demands of communicating with NSs might be too challenging for learners with cognitive abilities below some threshold level, resulting in their being overwhelmed by their
experiences+ Similar learners in a less challenging AH context may not be overwhelmed and perhaps even advantaged+
Learning Context
What most differentiates SA from AH learning contexts is the availability in SA
contexts of opportunities to interact with NSs+ In this study, such contact was
indexed in several ways+ One involved variables reflecting the amount of selfreported out-of-class L2 communicative activities in the four basic skill domains
of speaking, listening, reading, and writing+ High levels of contact in these areas
can be expected, among other things, to provide practice leading to various
types of language gain+ Language contact activities may also lead to cognitive
gains in lexical access and language-relevant forms of attention control, abilities that we hypothesized to underlie oral fluency+ In addition to activities in
the four basic skill areas, we were also interested specifically in contact with
the home-stay family, a special feature of the SA context+ Finally, to the extent
that learners freely choose whether to make use of opportunities to communicate in the L2 outside class, it may be that their starting levels of cognitive
processing ability and their prior oral ability in the L2 shape these choices+
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For example, high-ability learners might seek out opportunities, and lowability learners might choose to limit their contact+ We investigated these
possibilities+
The specific goals of this study can be summarized by the following four
sets of questions:
1+ Oral performance gains, learning context, and language contact: Do AH and SA
learning contexts differentially support gains in oral performance? To what extent
are context-based differences in oral performance gains associated with time-ontask factors related to in-class and reported extracurricular activities? Is the impact
of such time-on-task factors different in AH and SA environments?
2+ Cognitive processing ability gains, learning context, and language contact: Does
learning in AH and SA contexts lead to similar gains in cognitive processing abilities that are hypothesized to underlie L2 oral performance—in particular, in speed
and efficiency of lexical access and attention control? To what extent are gains in
these cognitive abilities associated with time-on-task factors?
3+ Oral performance gains, initial levels of oral and cognitive processing ability, and
learning context: Are oral performance gains related to initial oral and cognitive
processing abilities? Is this relationship the same in the AH and SA contexts? Are
there readiness or threshold effects in the way oral and cognitive processing abilities relate to oral performance gains?
4+ Language contact, initial levels of oral performance and cognitive processing ability, and learning context: Do initial oral performance and cognitive processing abilities influence the choices students make regarding out-of-class language contact
activities?

METHOD
Participants
Forty-seven students studying Spanish as an L2 were recruited for this study+2
Criteria for retaining students in the study were the following: English had to
be their L1; they had to have studied Spanish as an L2 for at least two semesters; they had to have never studied Spanish abroad before; Spanish was not
their heritage language; no one spoke Spanish in their home; and they had to
complete all interviews and tests described in the following section+ Of the
original sample, 40 met all criteria+ This final sample consisted of an AH group
and a SA group+ The AH group included 18 students studying Spanish in an
AH program at the University of Colorado in the United States ~M 5 23+39 years;
median 5 20; SD 5 10+69; 14 females and 4 males!+ These students were enrolled
in only one Spanish language class per week+ The SA group consisted of 22
students from the United States commencing a SA semester at the Universidad de Alicante in Spain ~M 5 20+68 years; median 5 20; SD 5 1+29; 18 females
and 4 males!+ These students were enrolled in three courses per week in grammar and syntax, reading and writing, and conversation+ Of the 22 students, 13
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took an additional one or two complementary Spanish classes per week on
Spanish society and culture for part of the semester+
Analysis
For all analyses, alpha was set at +05+ When an ANOVA was conducted, only
higher order significant interaction effects are reported if they explain lower
order interactions and main effects+ Nonparametric tests were used for analyses involving the OPI because of its ordinal nature+ Standard errors of means
are shown in parentheses following reports of means in the text and in tables+
One-tailed tests are reported where there was a clear a priori directional
hypothesis+ Where appropriate, the adaptive False Discovery Rate ~FDR! procedure recommended by Benjamini and Hochberg ~2000! was used to protect
against Type I errors with multiple tests+
General Procedures and Description of Materials
In week 1, the students were given the pretest version of the Language Contact Profile ~LCP; Freed, Dewey, Segalowitz, & Halter, this issue!+ They were
then given the pretest versions of the tape-recorded OPI in Spanish and a set
of computer-based cognitive tests of lexical access and attention control+ Thirteen weeks later, all participants completed the posttest version of the LCP, a
post-OPI, and a repeat of the cognitive tests+ The students also took other
tests+ These included a test of grammatical knowledge administered at the
beginning of the semester and a pretest and posttest of phonological skill ~DíazCampos, this issue!, phonological short-term memory, and writing skill+ Students also kept a journal recording their feelings and observations about their
language-learning experiences+ Finally, at the end of the semester, two members of the project’s research team interviewed students in an effort to learn
more about their language learning experiences throughout the semester+ The
results of these tests and additional analyses of the interview data will be
presented elsewhere+ In the following section, we describe the LCP, the eight
measures of oral performance, and the four cognitive measures+
Language Contact Profile. The LCP is a multifaceted questionnaire that
examines various aspects of a student’s language history and language use+ It
consisted of a 4-page pretest and a 6- to 8-page posttest questionnaire, in
English, modified for AH and SA contexts ~see Freed, Dewey, et al+, this issue,
for details!+
The language contact data from the LCP were compiled as follows+ Each language contact question asked the students to indicate how many days per week
and how many hours per day they engaged in each of the four basic language
skill activities—speaking, reading, writing, and listening—outside class+ The
product of these two numbers provided an estimate of total time per week for
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each activity+ The AH students answered such questions about out-of-class
language contact they had in Spanish, and the SA students answered about
their contact in Spanish and in English+ For the SA group, we also obtained a
separate measure of time spent with the home-stay family+ The measures of
extracurricular language contact time thus included reported hours per week
speaking ~Speak!, reading ~Read!, writing ~Write!, listening ~Listen! in Spanish,
the total number of contact hours ~Total 5 sum of the four!, and, for the SA
group, the time spent in Spanish activities with the home-stay family ~Family!+
Students also described their current Spanish language courses, thus providing information about classroom-based language contact, and answered questions about past learning history+
Oral Proficiency Interview. The OPI involved a 20- to 30-minute taperecorded interview given by testers trained and certified by ACTFL ~BreinerSanders, Lowe, Miles, & Swender, 2000!+ Four testers participated, one for each
context ~AH and SA! by test time ~pretest and posttest! combination+ The interviewers provided OPI ratings that ranged from novice through intermediate
to advanced ~with low, mid, and high levels for each!+ The recordings were
subsequently digitized and two 2-minute extracts were taken from each interview, yielding 4 minutes of pretest interview and 4 minutes of posttest interview for each student+ The first extract started at about minute 7 of the
interview, and the second at about minute 12+ The extracts began at the beginning of a student turn and always avoided any conversation that came from a
role play+ These extracts provided the oral corpus used to obtain three other
measures of general oral performance ~pretest and posttest!—total number
of words, duration, and longest turn—and the four oral fluency measures
described previously—speech rate, mean length of run without silent pauses
of 400 ms or longer, mean length of run without filled pauses, and longest
fluent run ~no silent or filled pauses!+
Lexical Access. A semantic classification task requiring lexical access ~word
recognition! provided the first pair of the cognitive measures+ This was a computerized test in which participants made speeded, two-alternative forcedchoice animacy judgments ~decide if a word referred to a living or nonliving
object! about single nouns presented on a computer screen ~e+g+, the boy 5 living; a boat 5 nonliving!+ This lexical access test had English and Spanish versions+ Nouns were presented with definite and indefinite articles to ensure that
the English nouns were not interpreted as verbs and to highlight the English
or Spanish character of the words+ The English words used were generally high
in written frequency as given by Quinlan ~1992!—frequencies ranged from 5 to
over 300 per million; 80% of the stimuli had a frequency of 10 or higher; items
with frequency counts from 5 to 9 were nouns highly familiar to educated
English speakers, such as bicycle, spoon, and comb+ A majority of the Spanish
stimulus words were translation equivalents of the English stimuli and were
judged by two teachers of Spanish as likely to be known by lower level learn-
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ers of Spanish+ Spanish frequency norms were not available and would not have
been relevant to a language-learning population+ ~A full list of the words appears
in Appendix A+! Reaction times and accuracy were recorded+ Each version of
the test began with six warm-up trials not included in the analyses followed
by 100 experimental trials+ The stimulus words were quasi-randomized so that
no more than five similar judgment trials occurred in sequence+ Participants
responded by pressing one of two keys on a numeric keypad, using the right
index finger for “living” and the left index finger for “nonliving+” The order of
the tests—English then Spanish or vice versa—was counterbalanced across
participants+ The same tests were given at the beginning and end of the semester+ At the start of the session, participants performed a practice version to
become familiar with the procedures and equipment+ In this version, participants made letter-digit judgments to letter and digit stimuli ~i+e+, no words
appeared!+ The experimental versions of the lexical access test yielded two
measures in each language—speed of lexical access ~as measured by RT! and
efficiency of lexical access ~by CV, as previously described!+
Attention Control. An attention control test provided the second pair of
cognitive measures+ This was a computerized test involving speeded responses
to indicate which of three words on the computer screen matched ~repeat
condition! or did not match ~shift condition! a sample stimulus+ The test had
English and Spanish versions+ Participants first trained on a practice version
in the appropriate language and condition ~English and Spanish; repeat and
shift!+ Practice versions contained 20 trials using different stimulus words from
the experimental conditions ~practice stimuli were names of colors, numbers,
buildings, people, and liquids!+
Following practice, participants went on to do the corresponding experimental task+ First they learned to classify the 20 experimental stimulus words
into five specific categories, four words in each—words that could be responses
to the questions To whom? Where? When? How many? and words that were a
form of the verb to be ~see Appendix B!+ This task was followed by either the
repeat or the shift condition, as appropriate+
In the repeat condition, a category label appeared at the bottom of the
screen ~e+g+, Where?! and three words across the top, only one of which was
from the category named+ The participant pressed one of three buttons on a
numeric keypad, using the index, middle, or ring finger of the preferred hand
to indicate whether the leftmost, middle, or rightmost word matched the category name+ This continued for 12 trials with the same category, and then a
new category was announced on the screen and used for the next 13 trials
until all five categories were tested, for a total of 64 trials ~16 warm-up trials
followed by 48 experimental trials!+ Position of the target was randomly varied, the selection of nontargets was randomly varied in a counterbalanced
manner, and the order of the five categories tested was randomized across
participants+ If the participant made an error, the computer gave audible
feedback+
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In the shift condition, three words from different categories appeared across
the top of the screen+ On the first trial, the participant selected any word by
pressing the leftmost, middle, or rightmost button corresponding to that word’s
position+ For example, on trial 1, the participant might have seen him now above
and selected above by pressing the rightmost button+ On the second trial, three
new words appeared, one word from the same category as the word just
selected and two words from categories not represented in the previous trial+
On this trial, the participant had to select a word that came from a different
category than the one previously selected ~i+e+, make a category shift!+ To continue with the example, on trial 2 the participant might have seen few below
was and so should have avoided selecting below+ On the third and subsequent
trials, the participant had to continue shifting focus by choosing a word that
represented a different category from the word selected on the immediately
preceding trial+ On error trials, the computer gave audible feedback+ On the
trial following an error, no words from the category previously selected were
shown, and participants were instructed to start afresh—that is, they did not
need to remember what they had chosen on the previous trial+ There were 16
warm-up trials followed by 48 experimental trials in the shift condition+ In both
the repeat and shift conditions, the three words always appeared in three of
four possible locations, in a manner designed to ensure that eye movement was
required on successive trials, to discourage strategic fixating on one location+
The attention control test yielded measures in each language of speed ~by
RT! and efficiency ~by CV! of cognitive processing for the repeat and the shift
conditions separately+
All computer tests were carried out using a Macintosh G3 iBook with a
numeric keypad as the response panel and with software written in HyperCard 2+3+ The program included a routine that permitted timing of key-press
responses with a resolution of 5 ms instead of the built-in 16+67-ms tick rate+
In summary, participants first performed the practice version of the lexical
access tasks, followed by either the Spanish or English version, and then by
the alternate version+ Next, they completed the attention control task+ For this,
participants completed two blocks of testing on the repeat task, one in each
language, and two blocks of the shift task, again one in each language, each
block involving 16 practice and 48 experimental trials+ The order repeat-shift
or shift-repeat was counterbalanced across participants+ The order EnglishSpanish or Spanish-English was also counterbalanced across participants and
held constant for any given participant across the lexical access and attention control tasks+
RESULTS
The following summary of the primary results is organized in terms of the
four sets of questions presented earlier+ Interpretation follows in the “Discussion” section+
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Oral Performance Gains, Learning Context,
and Language Contact
There were eight measures of oral performance, examined as a function of learning context ~AH, SA! and time ~pretest, posttest!+ Three of these were the number of words spoken in the 4-minute interview extract ~Total words!, duration
of speech during the 4-minute extract ~Duration; maximum 5 240 s!, and number of words in the longest turn ~Turn!, which reflected the participant’s ability to hold the floor while speaking+ Four other measures of oral fluency ~speed
and fluidity or smoothness of speech! included: speech rate in words per
minute ~Rate!; absence of hesitations ~Hesit-free!, expressed as the mean run
length in words containing no silent pauses longer than 400 ms; absence of filled
pauses ~Filler-free!, expressed as the mean run length in words with no filled
pause dysfluencies, where a filled dysfluent pause was defined as an interruption in the speech flow by a non-Spanish filler item, including ah, um, laughing, insertion of English words such as like, no, or I mean; and number of words
in the longest fluent speech run ~Fluent-run! not containing any silent or filled
dysfluencies ~Freed, 1995!+ Finally, there was a general measure of oral proficiency provided by the OPI+ Table 1 shows the means for all but the OPI rating
~the OPI rating is an ordinal measure and receives a separate discussion!+
A series of t-tests comparing the AH and SA students on pretest measures
of the seven oral performance measures revealed no significant differences
~FDR corrected!+ Also, a Mann-Whitney U test comparing the pretest OPI ratings of the AH and SA students revealed no significant difference ~median rating was intermediate-low for each group!+ Thus, there is no reason to believe
that one group of students entered the study with superior L2 abilities+

Table 1. Means ~and standard errors! for pretest and posttest oral
performance in the AH and SA contexts for learning Spanish
AH ~n 5 18!
Context time

Pretest

General oral performance
Total words
166+50 ~14+16!
Duration
195+94 ~4+73!
Turn
36+39 ~4+31!
Oral fluency
Rate
51+07 ~4+43!
Hesit-free
11+66 ~2+28!
Filler-free
5+50 ~0+56!
Fluent-run
11+33 ~1+78!

SA ~n 5 22!

Posttest

Pretest

Posttest

163+22 ~11+31!
186+61 ~5+50!
40+78 ~3+21!

173+36 ~4+84!
188+00 ~4+12!
40+50 ~3+96!

251+05 ~8+46!
187+55 ~3+19!
75+32* ~7+23!

52+51 ~3+31!
8+63 ~0+68!
5+41 ~0+50!
10+22 ~1+09!

55+63 ~1+58!
13+11 ~1+74!
7+59 ~0+78!
14+09 ~0+86!

80+63* ~2+86!
11+49 ~0+97!
10+85* ~1+15!
17+00* ~1+17!

Note+ Higher scores indicate better performance+
*p # +05 ~two-tailed tests!, significantly different from the corresponding pretest score, corrected for false discovery
rate separately within each context+
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Table 2 reports the intercorrelation patterns among the eight oral measures at pretest and posttest+
We were also interested in whether oral gains were attributable to time-ontask considerations+ We used Total—the number of hours per week reported
in the LCP summed across speaking, reading, writing, and listening activities
in Spanish outside of class—as one index of time-on-task+ For the SA context,
we also used a measure of in-class contact—low for students taking only the
three basic courses of instruction with no complementary courses versus high
for students taking four or five courses of instruction+
As can be seen from Table 1, only the students in the SA context made
significant gains in oral performance, and they did so on four of the seven
oral measures: Turn, Rate, Filler-free, and Fluent-run+ The measures Turn, Rate,
Filler-free, and Fluent-run were subsequently submitted to two-way mixed
ANOVAs with the between factor being context ~AH, SA! and the within factor
being time ~pretest, posttest!+ Significant interaction effects indicating that the
SA group changed significantly more than the AH group were found for three
of the variables: Turn, F~1, 38! 5 13+448, MSE 5 565+836, p 5 +007, eta 2 5 +176;
Rate, F~1, 38! 5 27+865, MSE 5 98+641, p , +001, eta 2 5 +423; and Filler-free, F~1,
38! 5 5+213, MSE 5 10+671, p 5 +028, eta 2 5 +121+ The interaction effect was
marginally significant and weak for Fluent-run, F~1, 38! 5 3+854, MSE 5 20+758,
p 5 +057, eta 2 5 +092+ These results suggest that the SA group made greater
oral gains than the AH group+ These ANOVAs were also conducted with total
amount of reported out-of-class L2 contact covaried out ~Total! and with number of previous years of study of Spanish covaried out+ In all cases except
one, the pattern of interaction effects remained the same+ The exception was
Filler-free, in which the interaction effect was removed by covarying out Total+
Finally, t-test analyses of the oral gains in the SA group revealed no significant
differences as a function of amount of classroom-based language contact hours+
Thus, the overall pattern of results is that the SA group made greater gains
than the AH group in length of longest turn, in rate of speech, in mean length
of run free of filled pauses, and in longest run of speech free of silent or filled
dysfluencies+ This pattern, for the most part, was not a function of how much
out-of-class contact the students had+ Also, within the SA group, individual
differences in oral gains did not reflect the amount of classroom-based hours
the students had+
The OPI ratings, being ordinal measures, were submitted to nonparametric
analyses+ These yielded a similar pattern+ Gains made by students were confined to an increase of one level only ~e+g+, intermediate-low to intermediatemid!+ A sign test indicated significant pretest to posttest improvement for the
SA group, n 5 22; 12 students improved but 10 did not, p , +001, whereas
there was no significant improvement for the AH group, n 5 18; 5 students
improved but 13 did not, p . +2+ Chi-square analysis of these data revealed a
trend, x 2 5 2+90, df 5 1, p , +10, toward greater improvement in the SA versus
the AH group+ An independent samples t-test yielded no significant difference
on the measure Total between students who made gains on the OPI versus

Oral performance and
fluency scores
Pretest
OPI
Total words
Duration
Turn
Rate
Hesit-free
Filler-free
Fluent-run
Posttest
OPI
Total words
Duration
Turn
Rate
Hesit-free
Filler-free
Fluent-run

Total words

Duration

Turn

Rate

Hesit-free

Filler-free

Fluent-run

+447
—

+310
+218
—

+499*
+467*
+535*
—

+325*
+917*
2+180
+268
—

+111
+424*
2+149
+116
+461*
—

+206
+362*
2+275
+013
+480*
+047
—

+429*
+574*
+028
+403*
+565*
+090
+320*
—

+454*
—

+208
+222
—

+301*
+674*
+203
—

+418*
+949*
2+081
+605*
—

+069
+417*
+049
+388*
+411*
—

+445*
+613*
2+040
+400*
+650*
2+032
—

+320*
+742*
+019
+662*
+741*
+428*
+666*
—
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Table 2. Correlations among the Spanish L2 general oral performance and fluency scores

Note+ n 5 28, run with two-tailed tests, corrected for the false discovery rate separately within the set of pretest and the set of posttest correlations+ Spearman rank correlations are reported for
tests involving the OPI; Pearson r’s are reported for the rest+
*p # +05+
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those who did not, t~38! 5 +54+ A chi-square test on the data from the SA group
did not reveal any significant relationship between the presence or absence
of OPI gains and more versus less classroom-based language contact, x 2 5
+182, df 5 1+
Thus, students in the SA context made gains on five of the eight oral
measures—OPI, Turn, Rate, Filler-free, and Fluent-run—and students in the AH
context did not+ Variation in the SA group’s gains did not appear to reflect
global contact time with the language, either in or out of class+
We were also interested in the extent to which specific reported out-ofclass language contact activities may have been implicated in oral gains+ To
examine this, we conducted three sets of exploratory correlational analyses
with the gain scores for the five variables on which significant gains had been
observed+ Gains in Turn, Rate, Filler-free, and Fluent-run were calculated by
partialling out the pretest scores from the posttest scores and using the residuals as gain measures+
The first set of analyses looked at the impact of extracurricular activities
on speaking, reading, writing, and listening+ No significant correlations ~FDR
corrected! were obtained+ The second set of analyses looked at the impact on
oral gains of time reported spent with the home-stay family+ These analyses
also yielded no significant correlations ~FDR corrected!+ However, the correlation between gain in longest turn and family contact was negative, r 5 2+438,
n 5 22, two-tailed test, p 5 +042 ~not FDR corrected!, which suggested that the
more Spanish language contact students had with their home-stay family the
fewer gains they made in terms of extending the length of their turns at speaking+ Because this result was not significant when FDR corrected, it can only
be considered as suggestive+
Cognitive Processing Gains, Learning Context,
and Language Contact
Tables 3 and 4 show the mean RTs and mean CVs for the pretests and posttests in the AH and SA contexts for the lexical access and for the attention
control tests, respectively+ The students in the AH and SA learning contexts
did not differ significantly from each other on any of the pretest cognitive
performance measures ~none of the t-test comparisons of AH vs+ SA groups
on the various cognitive measures were significant, all t’s , 1+91, df 5 38!+
Mean error rate across conditions in the L1 was 5+39% and in the L2 was 10+53%+
Cognitive processing abilities—lexical access speed, lexical access efficiency, attention control speed, and attention control efficiency—were analyzed as a function of AH and SA learning context+ Data from participants whose
error rate was 21% or greater were not included in the analyses; this reduced
the AH group to 14 and the SA group to 15 for some analyses+ The RTs and
CVs reported in Tables 3 and 4 were submitted to ANOVAs to determine if
there were differential cognitive gains as a function of learning context+
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Table 3. Mean RTs and CVs in the L1 and L2 for correct responses in the
pretest and posttest lexical access tests in two learning contexts
L1
Language time
AH ~n 5 14!
RT ~SEM; ms!
CV ~SEM !
SA ~n 5 15!
RT ~SEM; ms!
CV ~SEM !

L2

Pretest

Posttest

Pretest

Posttest

694 ~29+57!
+191 ~+013!

637 ~15+37!
+178 ~+011!

1050 ~55+62!
+330 ~+018!

869 ~30+59!
+236 ~+016!

723 ~28+56!
+195 ~+012!

648 ~14+85!
+172 ~+011!

1021 ~53+73!
+320 ~+017!

833 ~29+55!
+246 ~+011!

Note+ Learning context is a between-subjects variable, and Language and Time of test are within-subjects variables+
Standard errors of the mean are shown in parentheses+ See text for details of difference patterns and interaction
effects+

Table 4. Mean RTs and CVs in the L1 and L2 for the repeat and shift
conditions in the pretest and posttest attention control tests in two
learning contexts
L1
Time
AH ~n 5 17!
RT ~SEM; ms!
Shift condition
Repeat condition
Shift cost
CV ~SEM !
Shift condition
Repeat condition
Shift cost
SA ~n 5 19!
RT ~SEM; ms!
Shift condition
Repeat condition
Shift cost
CV ~SEM !
Shift condition
Repeat condition
Shift cost

L2

Pretest

Posttest

Pretest

Posttest

1228 ~47+66!
997 ~31+50!
231

1053 ~57+06!
963 ~23+84!
90

1349 ~53+19!
1173 ~39+04!
176

1133 ~60+48!
1065 ~27+48!
68

+239 ~+012!
+257 ~+009!
+018

+229 ~+008!
+244 ~+010!
2+015

+222 ~+014!
+248 ~+008!
2+026

+215 ~+012!
+246 ~+010!
2+031

1327 ~45+08!
994 ~29+80!
333

1187 ~53+97!
930 ~22+55!
257

1253 ~50+31!
1107 ~36+93!
146

1200 ~57+21!
1024 ~25+99!
176

+224 ~+012!
+246 ~+008!
2+022

+239 ~+008!
+228 ~+010!
+011

+218 ~+013!
+242 ~+007!
2+024

+253 ~+011!
+230 ~+009!
+023

Note+ Learning context is a between-subjects variable and Language, Time of test, and repeat and shift conditions are
within-subjects variables+ Standard errors of the mean are shown in parentheses+ See text for details of difference
patterns and interaction effects+
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Residualized gain scores were also computed for each of these cognitive performance measures, and these gain scores were submitted to correlational tests
with measures of reported extracurricular language contact+ These analyses
were done separately for the AH and SA groups because the groups had nonoverlapping distributions of reported extracurricular language contact time+
Each participant’s residualized gain score for speed of lexical access was
computed as follows+ First, L1 RTs were partialled out from the L2 RTs across
participants, separately for the pretest and posttest+ The resulting residualized scores reflected the degree to which performance in L2 was better or
worse than expected given performance in L1+ This controlled for individual
differences that were not specifically related to L2 lexical access, including differences in motor performance, general perceptual abilities, general languageprocessing abilities, and gains associated with repeating the tasks at posttest—
and that would be reflected in L1 performance+ Next, the residualized indices
were transformed by multiplying by 21 to yield pretest and posttest lexical
access speed scores ~Lex-speed! in which higher values indicated greater speed+
Finally, the pretest Lex-speed scores were partialled out from posttest Lexspeed scores to obtain a residualized gain score+ The same procedure was used
to compute measures of lexical efficiency ~Lex-efficiency!, using CVs from the
lexical access test in place of the RT+
Measures of attention speed ~Att-speed! gain and attention efficiency ~Attefficiency! gain were based on RTs and CVs, respectively, from the attention
control test, using a procedure similar to the one just described+ The first
step, however, was to compute a shift cost score by partialling out performance on the repeat task from the shift task and then submitting the shift
cost scores to the partialling out procedures described previously ~first partialling out L1 from L2, and then pretest from posttest!+ Thus, for all four cognitive variables, because L1 performance had been partialled out from L2
performance, the indexes and gain scores were considered to be L2 specific+
To see if language contact led to gains in cognitive processing, cognitive
gain scores were examined for significant correlations with the various categories of extracurricular language contact—the four skill areas of Speak, Read,
Write, and Listen and home-stay family contact ~Family!+ Finally, the cognitive
gain scores were compared, in the SA group, between students with more versus less classroom instructional contact+ The results of these analyses are
described separately for each of the cognitive performance measures+
Lexical Access Speed. Lexical access speed was expected to be related
positively to fluency+ To test this hypothesis, pretest lexical access speed was
correlated against the four pretest measures of fluency+ Lex-speed correlated
significantly with Filler-free, r 5 +375, n 5 40, p , +05 ~one-tailed test, FDR corrected!, which indicated that this cognitive ability was related to fluency+
The mean RTs shown in Table 3 for correct responses in the English and
Spanish pretest and posttest lexical access tasks were submitted to a threeway mixed ANOVA with the between factor being context ~AH, SA! and the
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within factors being language ~L1, L2! and time ~pretest, posttest!+ The highest order significant effect was a language by time interaction, F~1, 27! 5 34+621,
p , +001, MSE 5 2968+061, eta 2 5 +562, which indicated that the 185-ms improvement in response speed in the L2 was significantly greater than the 67-ms
improvement in the L1, an overall gain over time in speed of L2 lexical access+
Most importantly, however, there were no context effects+
The data were further analyzed to see if lexical access speed gains were
associated with the extracurricular language contact+ Neither the SA nor the
AH groups yielded significant correlations between contact variables and gains
in Lex-speed+ Finally, there was no significant difference on gains in lexical
access speed between those SA learners with lower versus higher levels of
classroom-based contact, t~13! , 1+
Lexical Access Efficiency. Lexical access efficiency was also expected to
be positively related to oral fluency+ To test this, pretest Lex-efficiency was
correlated against the four pretest measures of oral fluency and was found to
correlate significantly with Filler-free, r 5 +377, n 5 40, p , +05 ~one-tailed test,
FDR corrected!, which indicated that this cognitive ability was also related to
fluency+
The CVs reported in Table 3 were submitted to a three-way mixed ANOVA
with the between factor context ~AH, SA! and the within factors language ~L1,
L2! and time ~pretest, posttest!+ The highest order effect was a significant language by time interaction, F~1, 27! 5 34+295, p , +001, MSE 5 +000927, eta 2 5
+560, which indicated that the CV improvement of +084 in the L2 CV was significantly greater than the +018 improvement in the L1 CV, an overall gain in
L2 processing efficiency+ There were no significant context or interaction effects
involving context+ We further analyzed the data to see if gains in lexical access
efficiency were positively associated with amount of extracurricular language
contact+ Neither the SA nor the AH groups yielded significant correlations
between contact variables and gains in Lex-efficiency+ Finally, there was no
significant difference when lower versus higher level of classroom-based contact subgroups within the SA group were compared on lexical access efficiency gains, t~13! , 1+
Attention Control Speed. We expected attention control speed to be positively related to oral fluency; however, no significant correlations were
obtained when Att-speed was correlated against the four pretest measures of
oral fluency+
The mean RTs shown in Table 4 for correct responses in the English and
Spanish attention control task in the pretest and posttest were submitted to a
four-way mixed ANOVA with the between factor being context ~AH, SA! and the
within factors being condition ~shift, repeat!, language ~L1, L2!, and time ~pretest, posttest!+ The results revealed an expected condition by language effect,
F~1, 34! 5 12+789, p 5 +001, MSE 5 10511+125, eta 2 5 +273, which indicated that
performance in the shift condition was slower than in the repeat condition ~shift
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cost! and that this difference was greater in L2 than in L1 ~shifting was more
difficult in L2!+ Most important for this study, the four-way interaction effect
was not significant, F~1,34! , 1, failing to indicate a differential L2 versus L1
shift cost improvement from pretest to posttest favoring the SA group+
The data were further analyzed to see if attention speed gains were associated with amount of extracurricular language contact+ In the SA group, the
four basic skill activities did not yield significant correlations with gains in
Att-speed+ The reported amount of home-stay family contact did correlate significantly but negatively with gains in Att-speed, r 5 2+523, n 5 19, p 5 +022
~two-tailed test!+ In the AH group, Att-speed did not correlate significantly with
any of the contact variables+
Finally, no significant difference was found when the lower versus higher
level of classroom-based language contact subgroups within the SA group were
compared on gains in speed of attention control, t~13! , 1+
Attention Control Efficiency. Attention control efficiency was also expected
to be positively related to oral fluency+ However, no significant correlations
with the four pretest measures of fluency were obtained+ When posttest Attefficiency was correlated against the four posttest measures of fluency, an
unexpected significant negative correlation was obtained with Rate, r 5 2+476,
n 5 40, p , +01 ~two-tailed test, FDR corrected!+ This result indicated that, by
the end of the semester, the greater the learner’s efficiency in shifting attention, the slower that person’s rate of speech+
The mean CVs shown in Table 4 for correct responses in the English and
Spanish attention control tasks in the pretest and posttest were submitted to
the same four-way mixed ANOVA design as were the RT data+ The results
revealed a significant condition by time by context three-way interaction effect,
F~1, 34! 5 8+305, p 5 +007, MSE 5 +00745, eta 2 5 +196, which indicated an overall gain in efficiency ~lowering of the CV! over time+ Most relevant for this
study is that there were no other main or interaction effects with context and
no significant language effects+
The data were further analyzed to see if attention efficiency gains were associated with amount of extracurricular language contact+ Neither the SA nor
the AH groups yielded significant correlations between contact variables and
gains in Att-efficiency+ Finally, an independent samples t-test revealed no significant difference in gains in attention control efficiency as a function of the
amount of classroom-based contact, t~13! , 1+

Oral Performance Gains, Initial Levels of Oral and Cognitive
Processing Ability, and Learning Context
The next set of analyses addressed the question of whether oral performance
gains were dependent on initial levels of cognitive performance+ To examine
this, oral performance gain scores were tested for significant relationships with
the pretest, residualized indexes of the four cognitive measures ~L2 residual-
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ized against L1!+ First, to test for significant relationships between OPI gains
and the four pretest cognitive measures, 2 3 2 between-subjects ANOVAs were
conducted with each of the four pretest cognitive measures as the dependent
variable and with the between factors context ~AH, SA! and OPI-gain ~gain, no
gain!+ The analyses yielded significant main effects for Lex-speed and Lexefficiency, F~1, 36! 5 4+77, MSE 5 14894+007, p 5 +035, eta 2 5 +12; and F~1, 36! 5
4+73, MSE 5 +00369, p 5 +036, eta 2 5 +12, respectively+ There were no other
significant main effects or higher order interaction effects+ These results indicated that, as a group, learners who made gains on the OPI started out
with faster and more efficient L2-specific lexical access skills+ As for the other
oral gain measures, we found no significant correlations after FDR correction
between oral gain measures and pretest cognitive scores when the data were
analyzed separately by context or for the group as a whole+
Finally, analyses were conducted to see whether each type of cognitive performance gain correlated significantly with gains in any of the four oral fluency measures+ Gains in Att-efficiency correlated significantly but negatively
with gains in Rate, r 5 2+534, n 5 40, p , +01 ~two-tailed test, FDR corrected!,
which indicated that the greater the gains a learner made in efficiency of attention control, the lower the gains made in speech rate+ There was a tendency
for this effect to be more pronounced in the SA group, r 5 2+436, p 5 +042 ~not
significant when FDR corrected!, than in the AH group+
Language Contact, Initial Levels of Oral Performance,
Cognitive Processing Ability, and Learning Context
The SA students had many opportunities to engage in a diverse array of extracurricular Spanish language activities, but not all students took advantage of
them+ We conducted an analysis to see if pretest levels in each of the main
oral variables ~longest turn, speech rate, hesitation-free speech, filler-free
speech, longest fluent run! were correlated with the amount of reported outof-class time spent in speaking, reading, writing, and listening and, in separate analyses, with home-stay contact time+ Pretest Turn correlated significantly
with Listen, r 5 +54, and pretest Hesit-free correlated significantly with Read,
r 5 +716 ~for both, p , +05, FDR corrected!+ This suggests that ability to control long utterances at pretest predicted reported out-of-class listening activities and that ability to speak fluently ~without hesitations! predicted reported
out-of-class reading+ None of the pretest oral variables correlated significantly
with the family contact measure+ Finally, none of the pretest performance cognitive measures correlated with the out-of-class contact measures+
DISCUSSION
This paper opened with the question of whether it is more advantageous to
learn an L2 in one context than another—here specifically in a SA context or
in the context of one’s home language community+ Our results indicated that,
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although a SA context appears to have some advantages, the picture as a whole
is complex+ To help the reader keep the larger picture in mind, the results are
first summarized in terms of four general conclusions+ The four conclusions
are the following: ~a! learners in the SA context made significant gains in oral
performance, whereas learners in the AH context did not; ~b! amount of in-class
and out-of-class contact appeared to have only a weak and indirect impact on
oral gains; ~c! speed and efficiency of L2-specific cognitive processing were
implicated in oral performance; and ~d! learners’ initial oral abilities appeared
to play some role in determining the amount and kind of extracurricular L2
contact activities they reported having engaged in+ The details of these results
are explored, using the four sets of questions presented in the introduction
as a framework+
Oral Performance Gains, Learning Context,
and Language Contact
The results indicated that, compared to the AH context, learning in the SA context led to significantly greater oral performance gains+ This was seen with
respect to pretest-posttest differences on two general oral performance
variables—OPI and longest speaking turn—and on three oral fluency
measures—speech rate, mean length of speech run not containing filled pauses,
and longest fluent run not containing silent hesitations or filled pauses, all indicating greater gains for the SA students+ There are several potential explanations for this apparent SA advantage, not all of which are explored in this paper+
One that cannot be discounted and that could not be examined directly here
is that all the SA students were enrolled in a minimum of three courses per
week, whereas all the AH students were enrolled in just one course+ Beyond
this basic difference, however, it is possible that other variables might have
had an impact on learning gains+ One important such variable is the amount
of out-of-class language contact, important because the greater opportunities
for such contact afforded by the SA context is one of the features that strikingly contrasts with other learning contexts+ The results showed that, in general, out-of-class contact does not explain the differential gains between the
AH and SA groups+ The context by time interaction effects reflecting greater
SA gains held for turn-length, speech-rate, and fluent-run variables, even when
total number of reported hours of extracurricular L2 use and when previous
years of Spanish study were covaried out+ This finding suggests that the gains
made in the SA context did not simply reflect greater out-of-class contact or
prior study time+ Thus, in answer to the first set of questions, our study indicates that, although the AH and SA learning contexts did differentially support gains in oral performance, this difference is probably not related in any
direct or simple way to in-class or out-of-class time-on-task factors+
Nevertheless, one can ask whether extracurricular use of the L2 had an
impact on gains in oral performance, even if it did not explain context differ-
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ences+ With one exception, the answer seems to be no+ In the case of the AH
learners, the lack of impact may not be surprising given that there were relatively few L2 extracurricular exposure opportunities and the students were
heavily immersed in an L1 environment+ In the case of the SA learners, the
result is somewhat surprising+ One would have expected that students who
took advantage of the many opportunities to communicate with NSs in general, and with the home-stay family in particular, would have shown greater
gains in oral performance+ Not only did they not make such gains, but even
differences in classroom-based exposure did not appear to have much impact
on fluency for the SA group+ One explanation may be that the amount of contact was simply too little+ One semester may have been insufficient, and the
number of contacts may have been too few for potential gains to be realized,
although this seems unlikely, as the median number of reported hours per
week was 18+ There are, however, other possible explanations+ The exception
alluded to earlier may hold a clue+ This was the significant negative correlation between time spent speaking with the home-stay family and gains in length
of longest turn ~ability to hold the floor!+ Home-stay interactions may have
consisted largely of short exchanges—greetings, simple requests, and short
formulaic exchanges ~chitchat!—that resulted, if anything, in greater ability
to communicate without necessarily holding the floor for a long time+ Such an
interpretation is consistent with other studies ~Frank, 1997; Wilkinson, 1998!
in which students have described the paucity of interaction they have had
with their host families and the repetitive and often banal nature of many of
their exchanges+ These learners may have developed particular communicative strategies to compensate for their relative lack of oral ability ~see Lafford, this issue, for a fuller discussion of this topic!+ It is possible that in the
long term these communicative skills will bear fruit by allowing the learners
to enter into more complex communicative situations that will greatly boost
their oral performance+ This is an important issue for future research+ Another
explanation for the apparent lack of relationship between time-on-task and
oral performance gains in the SA group may be found in the threshold effects+
The overall conclusion supported by our results is that the increased opportunities available to learners in the SA context did not necessarily result in
oral performance gains over the semester+
Cognitive Processing Ability Gains, Learning Context,
and Language Contact
High-level oral performance in the L2 requires a cognitive processing system that functions quickly and efficiently+ Two such cognitive factors were
identified—lexical access and attention control—and speed and efficiency
indexes were developed for each+ We further compared the AH and SA learning contexts in terms of how they promoted gains in cognitive functioning
and how pretest levels of cognitive functioning might have served as readi-
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ness factors for learners attempting to capitalize on the specific natures of
the different learning environments+
The first point to note is that the cognitive abilities we examined demonstrated a significant relationship to oral fluency+ In the pretests, both speed
and efficiency of lexical access were positively related to oral fluency—that
is, the degree to which the learner’s speech was free of self-generated filled
pauses+ In the posttests, the efficiency of attention control bore a negative
relationship to speech rate, which perhaps suggests that the more that learners were capable of shifting attention from one aspect of speaking to another,
the more they did so, with the result of slowing overall speech rate+ The data
suggested that this latter effect may have been slightly more pronounced in
the SA context, reflecting, perhaps, the greater demands—and hence greater
need to self-monitor—placed on learners speaking in a NS environment+
The results also indicated that, although learners in both contexts made
gains over time in performance on the lexical access cognitive tests, there
were no differential effects attributable to context+ However, the results of analyses of gains in speed of attention control revealed an interesting pattern+ In
the SA context, there was a significant negative correlation between these gains
and reported time spent speaking with the home-stay family+ It is not clear
whether this result indicates that interactions with the home-stay family were
very demanding and overwhelming, leading to lower gains in attention control, or whether the interactions resulted in the acquisition of communicative
strategies, as suggested earlier, that undermine the need to make rapid shifts
in attention ~Lafford, this issue!+ Whether eventually they would have been
able to reverse this pattern once they had attained some critical level of attention control remains to be studied+ It would be interesting, indeed, to chart
the development of attention control as a function of communicative experience with NSs+ In the AH context no such patterns were found, a reflection,
perhaps, of the less challenging nature of the AH environment+
Thus, in answer to the second set of questions, these results indicate that,
overall, the two learning contexts led to similar gains in fluency-relevant cognitive processing abilities and that the relationship between these gains and
time-on-task variables was complex+
Oral Performance Gains, Initial Levels of Cognitive Processing
Ability, and Learning Context
In answer to the third set of questions, the data revealed statistically significant relationships between gains in oral performance and pretest levels of
cognitive abilities+ In particular, OPI gains were significantly related to initial
levels of lexical access processing speed and efficiency+ This suggests that
oral gains may depend, to some extent, on cognitive readiness to benefit from
the learning opportunities available; fast, efficient abilities to connect words
to meanings facilitated learning to speak more proficiently+
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Also, gains in speech rate correlated significantly but negatively with gains
in efficiency of attention control, indicating again that oral gains may reflect
underlying cognitive processing abilities+ In this case, gains in attention control may be reflective of gains in ability to monitor one’s speech, which may
result in a lowered tendency to speak faster as one becomes more fluent in
other ways+ This issue remains to be explored more fully in future research,
perhaps with measures of self-monitoring ability included as a variable+
It is important to remember that the cognitive measures used here involved
partialling out L1 performance on the same tasks, so the scores did not reflect
learners’ general cognitive abilities but rather their current cognitive skills
with respect to the L2+ Individual general or trait differences in such cognitive
abilities must certainly exist and may also play a role in L2 performance+ However, the data analysis procedure used here controlled for those factors+ The
lexical access, lexical efficiency, and attention control abilities assessed in this
study—and found to relate significantly to oral variables—were acquired in
the course of learning the L2 ~including, of course, time spent before this study
began!+ These data indicated that such abilities can be, and were in fact, modified by experience and so do not reflect fixed aptitudes as they are normally
conceived+ The results underscore the importance of considering how well a
learner’s current cognitive ability or readiness match or mismatch the challenges posed by a specific learning context+
Language Contact, Initial Levels of Oral Performance and
Cognitive Processing Ability, and Learning Context
An important question concerning the SA context is: What predisposes a
learner to pursue or avoid the special extracurricular opportunities available
to use the L2 with NSs? Many factors may be involved here, including motivation and attitudes ~Dörnyei & Schmitt, 2001; MacIntyre & Charos, 1996!, beliefs
about the learning process ~Brecht & Robinson, 1995; Hinenoya & Gatbonton,
2000; Miller & Ginsberg, 1995; Taylor, Ménard, & Rhéault, 1977!, and learning
strategies and style ~Ehrman & Oxford, 1995!+ The data presented provide some
indication that initial oral performance levels may also influence learners’ predispositions to make use of extracurricular communicative opportunities+ In
the SA context, pretest longest turn length correlated significantly with the
indexes of reported extracurricular listening ~e+g+, to radio, films, and television! in the L2, and pretest oral fluidity ~hesitation-free speech! correlated with
reported extracurricular reading+ Both these results suggest perhaps that an
ability to control lengthy utterances may predispose learners to engage in reading and writing, activities that involve processing long messages+ Alternatively, it may be that a short pretest turn length in one’s speech signals an
inability to process long messages and disposes a learner to avoid such activities+ Future research should address this issue and other ways in which initial oral and cognitive abilities may be predictive of language contact activities
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that learners become engaged in, as these issues concern questions of fit
between learner and context ~e+g+, the success of various recommendations in
guides such as Paige, Cohen, Kappler, Chi, & Lassegard, 2002, may depend on
the learner’s readiness!+
In conclusion, the larger picture provided by the results of this study may
be summarized as follows+ Different language-learning contexts can differentially lead to gains in oral performance, but the relationship between what a
context offers and the nature of what an individual brings to the learning situation is both crucial and complex+ Contexts differ in terms of what learning
opportunities they present+ Learners differ in terms of how ready they are
linguistically and cognitively to seize the opportunities provided and to benefit from them once they do+ This study documents examples of these complex interactions+ It remains for future studies to identify other cognitive and
linguistic variables involved in the dynamic of context-learner interaction+ As
we gain more knowledge about this dynamic, it should become easier to make
appropriate fits between learners and learning contexts and to better understand the potential influence of one context of learning compared to another
on language acquisition success+
NOTES
1+ The term study abroad also covers study of an L2 in a different linguistic region from one’s
home area within the same multilingual country—for example, Canadian English speakers from
Ontario learning French in Quebec+
2+ The participants could not be randomly assigned to the AH and SA conditions+ This leaves
open the possibility that some selection factors may have differentiated the two groups ~e+g+, attitudes toward L2 learning, learning strategies, readiness to engage in conversations, or communication strategies!+ However, as reported in the “Results” section, no significant differences were found
on pretest measures of oral fluency or cognitive performance, and so it seems unlikely that selection factors affected the outcomes reported in this study+
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APPENDIX A
STIMULUS WORDS USED IN THE LEXICAL ACCESS TASK
English
Animate:

Inanimate:

actor, adult, ant, bear, bee, bird, boy, bride, brother, cat, child, cow,
dancer, daughter, dentist, doctor, dog, duck, farmer, father, female,
girl, goat, horse, human, husband, judge, king, lady, maple, monkey,
mother, mouse, nephew, nurse, oak, parent, person, pig, rabbit, rat,
secretary, sheep, snake, son, student, teacher, tiger, tree, turtle, wife,
wolf, woman
basket, belt, bench, bicycle, blanket, board, boat, book, building,
car, chair, chimney, clothes, comb, desk, dictionary, door, fireplace,
floor, garbage, ink, job, key, kitchen, knife, lamp, luggage, medal,
newspaper, pants, pencil, perfume, picture, pillow, plane, road, roof,
ship, sink, spoon, stamp, step, street, tape, television, tire, trophy,
truck, tunnel, umbrella, wall, wallet, window

Spanish
Animate:

abeja, abuelo, amigo, árbol, bailarín, ballena, burro, caballo, camello,
cantante, chico, conejo, cordero, cuñada, dama, doctora, esposa, estudiante, flor, gato, hermana, hermano, hijo, hombre, jirafa, león, madre,
mono, mosca, mujer, niño, oso, padre, pájaro, patrón, perro, persona,
rana, ratón, reina, rey, salmón, secretaria, señora, serpiente, sobrino,
soldato, tigre, tío, tortuga, vaca, vendedor, zorro
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alfombra, barco, bolígrafo, bolsa, bombilla, calle, cama, camión, camisa, casa, castillo, cepillo, cinta, clavo, corbata, cuadro, cuarto, cuchara,
cuchillo, dibujo, disquete, edificio, equipaje, escritorio, espejo, fregadero, iglesia, joya, juguete, lámpara, libro, mapa, martillo, pantalla,
pañuelo, papel, peine, pintura, plato, regalo, reloj, ropa, rueda, sábana,
sello, silla, sillón, tablero, tenedor, toalla, vela, ventana, zapato

APPENDIX B
WORD CATEGORIES AND STIMULI USED IN THE
ATTENTION CONTROL TASK
where?
dónde?

above, inside, near, under
acerca, arriba, debajo, dentro

whom?
quién?

her, him, them, you
ella, ellos, nosotros, usted

when?
cuándo?

never, soon, tomorrow, yesterday
ayer, mañana, nunca, pronto

how many?
cuántos?

few, many, several, some
demasiado, muchos, pocos, unos

be
ser

are, is, was, were
eran, eres, será, somos

